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Selling Spectacle and Airing Identity: Latinidad in American Dirt and Juliet 
Takes a Breath 

 
By Amanda L. Matousek 

 
 

“The way you tell the story is the story…” says Justin Torres, author of the bildungsroman, 
We the Animals (2011) (Holmes, my emphasis)i. The novels American Dirt (2020) by Jeanine 
Cummins and Juliet Takes a Breath (2016) by Gabby Riveraii reflect distinct expressions of 
Latinidad. Sociologist Felix M. Padilla coined the concept as a “situational Latino ethnic 
consciousness” born of necessary social and political solidarity among Latino communities in the 
United States. Isabel Molina Guzmán and Angharad N. Valdivia define Latinidad as “the state and 
process of being, becoming, and/or appearing Latin[x]” (205-206). Existing on a spectrum 
stretching from colonization to the affirmation of U.S. pan-Latinx shared characteristics, this 
complex term both includes and excludes. It represents the intersection of constructed and 
socialized identities that cross ethnic and cultural boundaries to unite Latinos by their 
commonalities, as well as the colonial Eurocentric origins and exclusion of Blackness, the African 
Diaspora, and indigeneity (Fernández, Flores).  

This essay will use the term broadly to examine how each author constructs Latinidad 
through narrative fiction. In other words, how do their works signal being and becoming Latinx 
and what are the byproducts of these expressions of Latinidad? To illustrate, Rivera confronts the 
heteronormative whitewashing of Latinness through her lesbian Nuyorican semi-autobiographical 
protagonist, Juliet. In contrast, Cummins’ middle-class mother and Mexican migrant, Lydia, 
entrenches imperialist Latin American and Latinx stereotypes. Lydia exemplifies being Latin 
American and becoming Latinx when she crosses over to U.S. soil. Juliet’s coming-of-age reflects 
being and continually becoming Latinx in the U.S. In essence, Juliet Takes a Breath tells a nuanced 
story that defies Latinx othering and the limits of Latinidad, while American Dirt sells a border 
spectacle that reflects Anglo and Mexican-centriciii interpretations of migrant stories and 
Latinness. These works of Latinx literature are poles apart in plot, tone, audience, and more, but 
their juxtaposition exposes the divergence of dominant group visions of Latinidad and minority 
group expressions of it.  

American Dirt was supposed to be a literary antidote to dehumanizing anti-Latinx and anti-
immigrant rhetoric used to promote right-wing policies during the Trump era (Torres qtd. in 
González). Oprah Winfrey spread the “remedy” far and wide by selecting it for her January 2020 
Oprah’s Book Club. Framed as realistic fiction and promoted as a Latinx "Grapes of Wrath for our 
times," the novel instantly faced fierce backlash for stereotypical and fetishized representations of 
Mexican and Central American migrants (Winslow). While Cummins identifies as Puerto Rican 
and white, critics claim that her novel lacks empathy and proves that she is unqualified to write 
from the Mexican and Central American migrant perspective (Grady). 

American Dirt follows Lydia and her eight-year-old son Luca who flee Mexico for the U.S. 
after a drug cartel murders sixteen of their family members. The capo of Los Jardineros, Javier, 
orders the hit after his daughter, Marta, dies by suicide. This is the result of Sebastian’s (Lydia’s 
husband) article revealing Javier’s vocation. Lydia is blindsided by the massacre because, before 
she discovers who he really is, she bonds with Javier at her bookstore over literature. Although 
Javier considers Sebastián’s article a minor “nuisance,” he must avenge his daughter’s death.  
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Sandra Cisneros, the foremost author of Latinx literature, describes American Dirt as 
"masterful" and "the great novel of las Americas." She encourages readers to evaluate the book 
considering both genre and an audience that is "undecided about issues at the border," for whom 
"the story is going to enter like a Trojan horse and change minds" (Hinojosa). Here, Cisneros 
underscores the need to expose migrant stories by any means despite their imperfections 
(Hinojosa). Cisneros’ argument is valid. However, communication scholars Stacey K. Sowards 
and Richard D. Pineda argue that even immigrant narratives that are presented sympathetically can 
activate unintended audience interpretations. One of these unforced consequences in American 
Dirt is the furthering of colonial gazes at Latinidad. 

Sowards and Pineda examine three “…artifacts [of U.S. popular culture] … emblematic of 
[sympathetic] immigrant representations in popular media” (73)iv. They conclude that while the 
humanization of immigrants in popular media can “invoke sympathy,” these depictions can also 
have a “deleterious effect on perceptions toward and about immigrant narratives as audiences are 
exposed to reductionist and stereotypical representations…” (73). Likewise, Cummins’ story 
formulaically overgeneralizes Latinidad and overshadows real migrant stories and underpromoted 
Latinx creators.  

In addition, Sowards and Pineda demonstrate that the media narratives focused on the 
border zone often lead audiences no further. Sympathetic stories like American Dirt minimize the 
“…hegemonic power relationships” inherent to these crossings, “perpetuate stereotypes that 
contribute to border spectacle,” reaffirm already strongly-held beliefs and attitudes, evoke 
“unmotivated” sympathies, and free audiences from having to engage in any meaningful collective 
action” (77). Sowards and Pineda argue that because these narratives focus on crossing the border 
illegally, they are anchored to a crime. Thus, the mixed messaging of “empathy” and “criminality” 
fosters inaction. Finally, when the audience feels absolved by personal empathetic practice and 
projects American ideals of rugged individualism and hard work on the protagonists, they are less 
likely to engage in “broader collective, community, economic, and political” action (73).  

 I begin my analysis by contextualizing American Dirt’s multifaceted controversy. Next, I 
critically examine the text to highlight how Cummins’ narrative construction of Latinidad is an 
archetype of border and migrant spectacle that distracts from “the topography” of Latinx literature 
and culture (Aldama, Martínez-Cruz). Finally, I juxtapose Cummins’ book with Gabby Rivera’s 
that serves as a potent antidote to anti-Latinxism, restrictive Latinidad, Mexican-centrism, and the 
colonialist migrant story. While Rivera provides a roadmap for self-affirmation and activism, 
Cummins “…create[s] a way for audiences to consume the message and to feel sympathy for the 
subjects, but to act or think no further (Sowards and Pineda 87). Or, even worse:  

 
…other audiences read [and co-opt] these same texts and use them to support their 
anti-immigrant positions because of the representations of criminalization, taking 
advantage of public services, or split families and relationships. In both cases, there 
is no motive to do anything beyond listening to these stories. (87) 

 
This reveals how smoothly audiences can file American Dirt into their anti-immigrant archives, 
thus, undermining Cummins’ good intentions and empathy for migrants.   

Cummins admits that she felt both compelled and unqualified to tell a story from the 
migrant perspective. She worried that her "privilege would make [her] blind to certain truths” and 
that she “…wished someone slightly browner than [her] would write it” (“Author’s Note” 382). 
Cummins justifies her position with the words of Chicanx Studies scholar, Norma Iglesias Prieto: 
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'Jeanine. We need as many voices as we can get telling this story' (“Author’s Note” 382). For five 
years, Cummins researched and immersed herself with migrants and aid workers at the border in 
order to humanize the migration process in her narrative (“American Dirt Author”). While her 
novel intends to "remind readers” that anyone could suddenly become a migrant, it is more 
successful in “…reinforc[ing] the Latina/o threat narrative…” despite “…attempting to humanize 
the immigrant experience through positive representations” (Martin, Sowards and Pineda 74). 
Consequently, author, publisher, and marketing intent are not so simply equated with reader 
response.  
 
Digging Deeper into the American Dirt Debate 

 
To address the public controversy borne of her endorsement, Oprah Winfrey facilitated a 

discussion on her Oprah’s Book Club Apple TV+ show among Cummins, Flatiron executives, and 
three prominent Chicana writers and activists, Julissa Arce, Esther Cepeda, and Reyna Grande. 
There, Arce offers a counterpoint to Sandra Cisneros’ analogy of the Trojan horse. She is not 
interested in changing white people nor making Latinx stories more relevant for them. Rather, 
Arce argues that writers and publishers should focus on young Latinxs who deserve to see 
themselves represented through all mediums from literature to pop culture.  

Arce also criticizes how American Dirt perpetuates the mythology that everything is 
magically better once immigrants set foot on American soil (Oprah’s Book Club). This ignores the 
complexity of becoming a minoritized Latinx in the U.S. Similarly, “Arce chastise[s] Cummins 
for writing an essentially apolitical book, omitting any direct criticisms of the Trump 
administration” (“American Dirt Critics”). This accentuates the contrast between Cummins’ and 
Rivera’s books. Rivera and her characters advocate for BIPOC and LGBTQ+ folks, while 
Cummins invents Mexican avatars rooted in “a fictionalized Mexico” (Sánchez Prado 371).  

In his examination of the commodification of Mexico in American Dirt, Ignacio M. 
Sánchez Prado asserts that because contemporary literature markets empathy, “…the fraught 
experiences of immigration in the U.S. are a frequent source to be exploited” (378). As a result, 
Cummins’ novel silences “…the voices of authors of memoirs and other migrants themselves” and 
“appropriates these stories and commodifies” them (379). For example, American Dirt obscures 
authentic Latinx “Grapes of Wraths” like Tomás Rivera’s …And the Earth Did Not Devour Him 
(1971) about Chicano migrant farm workers in the 1940s and 1950s and Reyna Grande’s Across 
a Hundred Mountains (2006) depicting a young Mexican girl’s journey to find her father in the 
U.S. In spite of Cummins’ reductionism and stereotyping, American Dirt’s funding and publicity 
platform far exceeds those of Tomás Rivera’s and Grande’s works. 

Los Angeles Times writer Esmeralda Bermudez covers migrant experiences and says that 
American Dirt does not reflect her immigrant identity. In fact, few could identify with a migrant 
like Lydia who is a "…middle-class, bookstore-owning woman who left Mexico with a small 
fortune in her pocket, like she was going to France or something." Additionally, she laments 
Cummins' furthering of dangerous stereotypes that "constantly make [immigrants and Latinos] feel 
small." Bermudez acknowledges American Dirt's value as melodrama, but argues that it should 
not be anointed the next great American novel (“Latinx Critics Speak Out”). Hence, even when 
Cummins is not typecasting her fictional subjects, the cacophony of mixed messages ultimately 
subverts her good intentions with migrant caricature. 

Long Beach writer and artist, Myriam Gurba, agrees with Bermudez. After her review of 
the book was deemed unpublishable for its negativity by Ms. magazine, it was released on Tropics 
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of Meta. Gurba compares the novel to a "literary licuado that tastes like its title" where "Cummins 
plops overly-ripe Mexican stereotypes, among them the Latin lover, the suffering mother, and the 
stoic manchild into her wannabe realist prose" and "positions the United States of America as a 
magnetic sanctuary..." (Gurba)v. 

The hope is that the American Dirt controversy will lead to more informed depictions of 
Latinx communities and stronger support for smaller presses and self-published literature (Chris 
González qtd. in Aviles, Cisneros qtd. in Hinojosa). Authors like Erika L. Sánchez manifest this. 
Sánchez told and best-sold her young adult novel, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter, in 
2017. At the Chicago Humanities Festival that same year, Sánchez explained that she “wrote a 
book that [she] wanted to read as a child” with a sassy, sarcastic, and flawed protagonist who, 
despite the obstacles, always dares to be herself. Moreover, she wanted girls of color to feel 
“validated” and “less alone.” To counter the habitual “underestimat[ion]” of minorities, Sánchez 
equips her characters with big ambitions. 

Critics of American Dirt are fostering change through the "Dignidad Literaria" movement. 
It seeks to “combat the invisibility of Latinx authors, editors, and executives in the U.S. publishing 
industry and the dearth of Latinx literature on the shelves of America’s bookstores and libraries” 
(Dignidad Literaria)vi. What is more, Julissa Arce will publish her manifesto, You Sound Like a 
White Girl: The Case for Rejecting Assimilation, with Flatiron in March 2022. These ripples of 
change cast light on white heteronormative executive tables and direct Latinx authors, editors, and 
creators to claim their places. Rivera’s novel takes its place when she dedicates her book to “round 
brown girls” and tells them: “Take all the room you need, camarada.”   
 
American Dirt on Shallow Ground  

 
Scholar-Author Frederick Luis Aldama highlights the tension in delineating Latinidad and 

the Latinx literary canon (Concise History). However, he affirms that the pedagogical 
categorization provides “…a selection and a reduction of the whole that allows for a suitable 
abstraction of a content that conveys a sense of the topography of the history of Latino/a literature” 
(Concise History, “Preface”). Following Aldama’s logic, American Dirt detracts from the “general 
sense of the map” of Latinx literature insofar as it eclipses the work of the trailblazing authors who 
came before it, like Luis Alberto Urrea, Cherríe Moraga, and Norma Elia Cantú, to name a few 
(Concise History, “Preface”).  

Aldama cites Mexican-American fiction writer, Dagoberto Gilb to reiterate that authors of 
Latinx literature fight for their space and acceptance within mainstream U.S. publishing. Gilb 
explains that 

 
…[i]t seems impossible that so many writers I have known—and yes, me, too—
with a decent record of publications by usual standards, still fight a battle for 
acceptance, that we are a product of an ongoing American story that is not foreign, 
not only about a dark exotic people, not only fascinating as so much is ‘south of the 
border,’ not just about the poor and dangerous other side of the tracks” (Gilb 2003: 
X, qtd. in Aldama, Concise History). 

 
American Dirt reinforces these ideas of foreignness, exoticness, and otherness despite intending 
to illuminate migrant stories and promote action. At times, the narrator is reflective and critical of 
privilege. They describe Lydia knowing little about Central American migrant caravans. She is 
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aware "...the way comfortable people living stable lives are peripherally aware of destitution" 
(276). Certainly, the novel personifies migrants and draws vital attention to issues like femicide, 
the assassination of journalists, the forty-three missing students from Ayotzinapa, and the perils of 
traversing Mexico on top of the train, La Bestia. However, it is ultimately a “[story that has] 
collapsed the immigrant experience to border crossin[g]” despite aspiring “to generate empathy 
for the plights of border crossers” (Sowards and Pineda 77). Thus, multiple exposures to immigrant 
stories laced with crime do not necessarily change minds nor initiate collective action.  

Sowards and Pineda have shown that repeated exposure can prove detrimental depending 
on how audiences digest and respond to it. To wit, I absorb American Dirt as analogous to 
glamping. This portmanteau of glamour + camping describes upscale, luxurious, and amenity-
filled camping. Just as glamping is to camping, Cummins’ novel represents privileged migration. 
This is a way to “camp” without camping. Or, to “…interact with symbols and meanings from 
other cultures while remaining in [one’s] own culture” with feet planted on American dirt 
(Moreman 93, qtd. in Sowards and Pineda 74). Readers safely tour Mexico and the border zone, 
feel empathy and admiration for the strong female protagonistvii, and absolve themselves of acting 
on behalf of non-fictional immigrants. Why pity Lydia when she is a formidable widow who lifts 
herself up by her bootstraps, escapes a corrupt country, meets violence head-on, crosses a 
treacherous border, and achieves the American Dream (albeit “illegally”)? Whereas some readers 
will evolve and take up advocacy work, others will bury their anti-immigrant sentiments deeper 
and remain untarnished by a bestselling novel launched with the word dirt.     
 
American Dirt on Latinidad 

 
Cummins’ textual signaling of Latinidad fits into the following topical categories: Framing 

and marketing, implausible plot events, imagined readers, misinformation, narco obsession, and 
exoticization of indigeneity. Each illuminates Anglo-centric conceptions of Latinness in the novel. 
First, it is necessary to recall that American Dirt is framed and marketed as realistic fiction. So 
much so that the launch party included barbed-wire border wall centerpieces to match the book 
cover’s barbed-wired talavera tiles. Therefore, Latinidad is immediately defined by 
undocumented immigration as represented in (and around) Cummins’ narrative. This is harmful 
considering that Lydia, Luca, and the supporting cast depict improbable avatars of real immigrants 
on an illusory trek northward.  

It would be analogical malpractice not to connect the above to Parque EcoAlberto in 
Hidalgo, a city northwest of Mexico City. There, tourists hike at night to simulate an illegal border 
crossing. The Hñahñu Indians, who cross the Mexico-U.S. border to work, own the park and 
provide guided tours. They raise awareness about migrant experiences, although, “…compared 
with actually crossing the border, the caminata is as watered down as an airport cocktail. The 
guides don’t desert their groups, and the most danger visitors face is twisting an ankle or walking 
into a low-hanging tree branch” (O’Gilfoil Healy). Altogether, American Dirt is the same: A 
watered down and neatly packaged migrant story that contributes to a spectacle of Latinidad and 
the border. 

Cummins denounces migrant deaths world-wide yet depreciates her sincerity by 
proclaiming that she has “a dog in the fight” too since her husband was an undocumented 
immigrant before they married (“Author’s Note” 380). Here, Cummins misrepresents her 
credentials by omitting that he is Irish. Equating the contemporary European immigrant experience 
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with that of Central Americans and Mexicans trivializes their trauma and communicates Cummins’ 
and her publisher’s lack of consideration for the exploitation of brown(er) people.  

Cummins’ real stake is the personal firsthand trauma that shapes her creative process. Her 
depictions of grief are poignant. On April 4th, 1991, Cummins’ cousins were murdered, and her 
brother almost died after being assaulted and thrown from a bridge in Missouri. The psychological 
connection with the suffering migrant paired with the history of her own Puerto Rican grandmother 
who migrated to the mainland in the 1940s and faced discrimination compelled Cummins to write 
from a controversial perspective (“Author’s Note” 381). 

Furthermore, the narrative dispenses implausible plot events in order to justify the 
characters’ actions or retroactively explain their circumstances. This contributes to the erosion of 
the text as realistic fiction and the oversimplification of Latinidad. For example, the narrator 
explains that because he was embarrassed that his cousin Yénifer walked in on him last time, Luca 
“…made Mami come with him and guard outside the [bathroom] door…” (4). In addition to 
exemplifying Gurba’s critique of Luca, the man-child, this scene sloppily explains how Lydia 
avoided the backyard massacre. It illustrates how the narration is stretched to fit improbable 
situations, disguise plot holes, and avoid the need to be thoroughly informed on the context. This 
helps set the stage for a manufactured Latinness that the dominant group can recognize.  

In another example, Lydia dismisses each mode of middle-class transportation for 
abandoning Acapulco. She cannot drive her husband’s 1974 Volkswagen Beetle because Javier 
knows it:  

Beneath the windshield wiper of their car…there is a tiny slip of paper…One word 
in green marker: BOO! ... They have to disappear … so far away that Javier Crespo 
Fuentes will never be able to find them. They cannot drive the car. (15) 

 
They cannot fly out of Mexico City without Luca’s birth certificate or similar documentation. They 
cannot obtain a copy because it must come from, Guerrero, the state where Luca was born (91-
92). Nor can they go back there for fear of Javier. So, “[t]here are no other options left for them. 
[Lydia] opens a browser [at the library] and finds the route that brings La Bestia closest to Mexico 
City” (94). She “checks YouTube” and explores all “…possible manners of death available on La 
Bestia…” (94). This is a long walk to get privileged people on the last resort train that goes through 
Mexico to the United States. While this ghastly description of La Bestia is accurate and essential 
for awakening reader empathy, it is undercut by the improbability of Lydia and Lucas riding it and 
has already been immortalized by Cummins’ predecessors.  
 The aforementioned recalls a scene from the 2009 film, Sin nombre, by Japanese-
American, Cary Joji Fukunaga. The movie connects a Mexican MS-13 gangster, Willie/“Casper,” 
and a Honduran migrant, Sayra. After a series of tragedies, the two teenagers unite to cross the 
U.S-Mexico border. They both survive riding La Bestia, but Willie is killed by his former 
gangmate as Sayra makes it across the Rio Grande. The movie also courts border spectacle but is 
much more menacing and realistic. Where a bank teller willing to lose her job grants Lydia access 
to her mother’s account to pay a coyote, Willie exchanges his camera for passage. Sayra traverses 
a long distance just to get to La Bestia. Contrarily, Lydia starts her journey at a resort hotel and 
eventually gets a free room at the Techorojo Motel courtesy of the altruistic Doctor Ricardo 
Montañero-Alcán (Cummins 244). Willie and Sayra flee economic imperialism, devastating 
violence, and a host of other issues caused by transnational inequities. Lydia and her crew reach 
the promised land after an “adventure” propelled by her miscalculation of a flirtatious book-loving 
drug lord who only kills her family to avenge his daughter’s death. 
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 The film is distinguished from American Dirt when Sayra tells Willie that her neighbor, 
“the witch,” warned her that she would make it to the U.S. “not holding God’s hand, but holding 
the devil’s claw.” In this same scene, Willie spots an airplane and confesses that he has never 
flown, but once saw a factory that built them in Texas. Unlike Lydia, Willie and Sayra do not have 
the means to fly. No awkward plot twist is needed to explain why they are not in the air above La 
Bestia. The U.S. is not represented as a superior sanctuary, but as a necessary evil for which 
migrants must sell their souls. Even though Cummins captures some authentic elements of the 
harrowing journey and settlement in the U.S., her novel comes across as a superficial copy of Sin 
nombre. The film more clearly demonstrates that suffering does not cease when you land on 
American soil. 

As a bookstore owner and avid reader, Lydia references many Latin American and Latinx 
authors, including Gabriel García Márquez, Rosario Castellanos, and Luis Alberto Urreaviii. 
Cummins also acknowledges the migrant organizations and other individuals that helped educate 
her. She recommends Urrea, Grande, Valeria Luiselli, and more authors for further reading on 
migrant experiences (386). This functions as appreciation and as a dusting of famous Latinx and 
Latin American writers designed to lend credibility to the novel. Sánchez Prado stresses that this 
reliance on internationally-renowned authors epitomizes Cummins’ focus on a predominantly 
white readership (384). Once again, Latinidad is limited to the dominant group’s recapitulation of 
Latin American and Latinx culture: Boom literature, magical realism, enchanted natives, Mexican 
border crossers, and more. 

By limiting Latinidad, American Dirt obscures readers’ conceptions of immigrants. 
Without a wider scope of stories, readers are unlikely to see them from different perspectives. 
Sowards and Pineda call this ambivalent reading and unmotivated sympathy:  

 
As audiences empathize with the characters in these stories, they also are not 
motivated to understand migrants in new ways, to take action to address how 
immigration has played an important role in the U.S. economy, culture, and politics, 
or to end scapegoating rhetoric in interpersonal and broader media contexts. (80-
81) 

  
No matter how much empathy is packed into American Dirt, it still labels the Latinx Other. This 
othering is also grounded in the intended white audience.  

A glance at the history of Latinx author and readership is relevant here. Aldama explains 
that U.S. Latinos, who were primarily working-class, “…did not have time to read and to write in 
numbers sufficiently significant to allow for the development of a Latino literature.” Mexican-
centrism during that era was inevitable based on a larger demographic. Then, in the 1990s, Latinx 
authors expanded their repertoires beyond migrationix and readers grew from “…a massively 
urban, [more diverse], higher-educated Latino audience” (Concise History). Thus, the history of 
the “tapestry” of Latinx literature and Latinidad demonstrates that American Dirt is misinformed 
and outdated. Latinidad in contemporary Latinx literature is the batting of the quilt that underlies 
the diverse narrative blocks. It is complex and indicative of an emergent “post-Latino 
consciousness” (Augenbraum and Stavans qtd. in Aldama). It is the essence of novels like Gabby 
Rivera’s, but a commodity in American Dirt (as Sánchez Prado effectively argues).  
  The plot of American Dirt also marks Latinidad with drug trafficking. This reinforces the 
notion that the border zone, Mexico, and Central and South America are little more than violent 
wastelands. Additionally, American and narco exceptionalism are projected onto Javier who is 
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“not your typical narco” (Cummins 35). As a journalist, Sebastián covers organized crime in 
Acapulco. He believes that a free press is “…the only thing standing between the people of Mexico 
and complete annihilation” (34). Before his assassination, he thinks that things could change with 
Los Jardineros’ new boss who is “smart” and interested in “stability” (35). Had Marta lived, they 
might have been different. Javier is pleased with how Sebastián captures the essence of Los 
Jardineros and includes one of Javier’s poems in the article. Javier believes that this “illuminate[s] 
his humanity” and “[may] make him beloved by the people” (189). The attention brought to 
violence against journalists is subverted by the fantastical portrayal of Javier.  

  With both unaware that they are discussing Javier, Sebastián tells Lydia: “He’s not your 
typical narco. In a different life, he could’ve been Bill Gates or something” (35). Lydia remembers 
that Javier said that he would marry her “in a different life.” After seeing his photo among 
Sebastián’s belongings, there is no mistaking that Javier is La Lechuza, the leader of Los 
Jardineros. This depiction of a murderous, brilliant, and sensitive cartel chief demonstrates the 
complexity of Cummins’ characters. On the other hand, it folds into the fantasy that given a United 
Statesian context, Javier could have been a scholar or poet and implies that he had to settle for a 
subpar Mexican existence. 

What is more, Lydia glorifies Javier as a Tony Sopranox mobster/family man. Javier 
justifies his destiny when he tells Lydia: "You know I never wanted this. It was an accident of fate 
that I ended up here" (73). The idea of the noble cartel chief born to a crime family dynasty fortifies 
the mythology that a few “bad hombres” at the top are the source of Mexico’s ills. This absolves 
the U.S. of its involvement in creating devastating social, economic, and political conditions in 
Mexico and Central America. 

 Lydia’s full name, Lydia Quixano Pérezxi, also establishes a cliché quixotic connection. 
The idealist from Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra’s masterpiece, Alonso Quixano/Don Quixote, 
avoids reality and sanity by attempting to transform himself into a knight errant from his chivalric 
romances. Similarly, Lydia’s passion for discussing literature with Javier compromises her 
judgment of his character. Her perception of Javier is not based in reality. She believes that 
underneath he is a loving father and decent person. Lydia urges Javier to choose a new life: “You’re 
such a gifted person, such a capable person. What’s stopping you?” (31). Javier explains that his 
choices have led here, despite previously characterizing his path as an accident of fate (31). After 
squeezing his hand, Lydia argues: “Your choices yielded Marta (32). Then, “[h]is eyes shined. 
‘Yes, Marta,’ he said. ‘And you’ (32). In addition to highlighting European influences on Latinidad 
through Lydia’s name, this shows that American Dirt is more suppressed romance than realistic 
fiction. 

Adding to the majority view of Latinx and Latin American literature, Lydia and Javier’s 
relationship is framed by García Márquez’s Love in the Time of Cholera (1985)xii. After the 
massacre, Lydia and Luca check in to the Hotel Duquesa Imperial under the female protagonist’s 
name, Fermina Daza. Hotel spies help Javier locate Lydia and he sends her García Márquez’s 
novel. Javier writes that they are forever united in grief by the deaths of Marta and Lydia’s family 
members. This reinforces the melodrama and alludes to the young love linking Florentino Ariza 
and Fermina Daza in Cholera despite her fifty-plus years marriage to Dr. Juvenal Urbino. 

One of Javier’s footmen, Lorenzoxiii, poses as a migrant to track Lydia. He joins her pack 
that includes two indigenous Honduran teenage sisters, Rebeca and Soledad. After he tries to rape 
Rebeca, Soledad kills him with their coyote’s gun. Lydia then takes his cell phone and confronts 
Javier via video chat. He does not intend to kill her but wants her back: ‘If I wanted you dead, 
you’d be dead…I could never harm you, Lydia’ (364). The narrator strips Lydia’s agency and 
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empowerment by emphasizing that they are alive at Javier’s behest: “All this time, all her planning, 
all her strategy and self-congratulations, it was all an illusion” (364).  

At the same time, Lydia claims authorship of Lorenzo’s murder to threaten Javier: ‘I killed 
the sicario you sent’…Lydia…points her phone down at Lorenzo … ‘So can we be finished now, 
yes? Or should we keep on killing people?’ (365). This part is faintly feminist. Unfortunately, 
Lydia’s victory is incompatible with a Grapes of Wrath-style migrant story. Female protagonists 
conquering this patriarchal environment par excellence of drug trafficking and migration, where 
women are attacked, robbed, disappeared, sex-trafficked, raped, and murdered, are an anomaly. 
Lydia’s destiny would only be possible in an imagined world. Women are integral to migration 
stories, but Cummins destabilizes a feminist agenda through Lydia’s connection with Javier.  

Cummins insists that she is “… more interested in stories about victims than perpetrators 
... Characters like Lydia and Soledad ...[and] less interested in the violent, macho stories of 
gangsters and law enforcement" (380). However, her novel parodies these men. Lydia’s coyote, El 
chacal, enjoys traversing the desert because he is adept at navigating the terrain (345). Luca 
embraces El chacal for vowing to install a blue cross where Beto, the asthmatic-inhaler-less-
young-migrant, dies. He calls El chacal a good man for escorting them across the border. This part 
absurdly romanticizes the cruel underbelly of the borderlandsxiv (371). El chacal, the warmhearted 
coyote, adds to the overarching border spectacle. This fortifies the link between Latinness and 
criminality. It minimizes the illicit business of an underground economy born of a vacuum of 
opportunity that is created and reproduced by neoliberal economic policies.  

Correspondingly, Cummins creates a spectacle of the indigenous Ch'orti Mayanxv people 
through Soledad and Rebeca. They are distinguished from “city people” who call their rural 
mountain home a “cloud forest.” Rebeca describes it as an enchanted village with no cell service 
or electricity (158). It is characterized as a magical and idyllic place now infiltrated by narcos who 
assault women while men work in San Pedro Sula:  

 
…[A]t night there was the sound of the tree frogs and the music of the rushing water 
from the falls and all the songs of the night birds, and Mami would make the most 
delicious chilate, and Abuela would sing to us in the old language, and Soledad and 
I would gather herbs and dry them and bundle them for Papi to sell in the market... 
(159) 

 
Similar to Lydia, Soledad escapes Iván, narcotraficante and boyfriend-by-force. Iván violates 
Soledad and impregnates her (she miscarries on the way to the U.S.). When Iván zeroes in on 
Rebeca, Soledad must get them out of Honduras.  

Luca adds to the indigenous enchantment when he vividly pictures Rebeca and Soledad’s  
 

…hut with a packed dirt floor and a cool breeze….[he] smell[s] the wood of the 
fire, the cocoa and cinnamon of the chilate, and that’s how he knows that Rebeca 
is magical, because she can transport him a thousand miles away into her own 
mountain homestead just by the sound of her voice. (160)  

 
On a related note, Soledad’s mystical and exotic indigenous beauty is so dangerous “[t]hat she 
wears baggy clothing and an intense scowl in a failing effort to suppress…” it and repel abusers 
(131). Cummins makes an impact by exposing Central American, indigenous, and other relevant 
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issues. However, the narrative anchors the native with the magical. Latinidad then becomes 
synonymous with the mystical, which dehumanizes Latin Americans and Latinxs.             

American Dirt also contorts Mexican food. At first, these misconceptions seem harmless 
within the larger context of border spectacle. Yet, upon considering Paloma Martínez-Cruz’s 
theory of “culinary brownface,” it is evident that the novel colonizes Mexican food habits (42). In 
her book Food Fight!: Millennial Mestizaje Meets the Culinary Marketplace (2019)xvi, Martínez-
Cruz, compares Midwestern imaginings of “Mexican culinary practices” to “nineteenth-century 
blackface minstrelsy,” where “…mostly White, mostly male performers blackened their faces with 
burnt cork and painted an exaggerated swath of white lip color to produce caricatured portrayals 
of enslaved African Americans” (42). The irony being that the minstrels were actually “Black 
imitations of White culture” (Zora Neale Hurston qtd. in Martínez-Cruz 45-46).  

Martínez-Cruz describes how restaurants like the now defunct Chi-Chi’s “…stag[e] a brand 
of Mexicanness that combines fantasy, south-of-the-border, and carnival atmospheres with 
ultraprocessed foods…” (42). This is akin to Latinidad and border spectacle in American Dirt. 
Where the Midwestern restaurants “…are not imitations of Mexican eating and dining conventions 
but rather, like with minstrelsy, imitations of the Mexican imitation of Western dining,” American 
Dirt is an imitation of a White American imitation of a migrant story (47). Further, Martínez-Cruz 
contends that these brownface restaurants other Latinxs through “…specific colonial 
impulses…coded as Mexican celebration[s] of moral decadence [like]…sex-and-booze-crazed 
spring breaks in Cancun and overindulgence on Cinco de Mayo” (52). This parallels American 
Dirt because the novel confirms some readers’ fantasy versions of migrants and Latinidad.  

For instance, the narrator mentions authentic Mexican food like tortas, conchas, birrias, 
palomas, tortillas, and tampiqueñas in scarce, if any, detail. A lack of vivid imagery combined 
with multiple references to toast, to a hankering for pot roast (247), to Luca vomiting potato salad 
(7), to bagged sandwiches and pickles (261), to extra sour cream on tacos (100), to buttering warm 
rolls (43), to Luca’s sweating can of pop from the medical examiner (8), to Rebeca and Soledad 
acquiring fancy restaurant spaghetti through sex appeal (152), are artful ways to avoid ignorance 
regarding Mexican food and eating habits. This is not to say that Mexicans do not eat these foods. 
In fact, this whitewashing would be undetectable, were it infrequent. Moreover, it extends to 
customs. Lydia recalls when her father died of cancer (a tragedy in common with Javier’s father) 
a week before Day of the Dead: “It was October 24, 2003, exactly one week before Día de los 
Muertos. Reportedly his last words had been, ‘there’s a party. I have to prepare’ (147). Taken in 
concert, these examples of whitewashing and limited intercultural knowledge together with 
superfluous uses of the Spanish language illuminate American Dirt’s imagined Mexico and 
colonization of Latinidad.  

Correspondingly, Lydia reinforces the stereotype of the poor, uneducated Mexican when 
she is astonished by those who master English. She is impressed that Javier can read and interpret 
literature in English. Proud of her son’s geography and English skills learned at home and on 
YouTube, Lydia “…sets [Luca] up like a puppet on a stool [to tell tourists], in precise English, 
about the places where they came from” (51). Luca even uses these to outwit border agents (231). 
These moments are incongruent with the experiences of middle and upper-class Mexican children 
who study English yearly at school.  

In contrast, Luca would definitely know the meaning of “¿qué onda güey?” The narrator 
characterizes the phrase as “a northern thing” when it spans much of Mexico in its use and 
comprehension (263). Cummins addresses Luca’s struggle as an undocumented immigrant in 
Maryland when he is ineligible for his school’s geography bee prize (376). Nevertheless, the 
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privilege that Cummins feared would blind her to certain truths makes it difficult to sympathize 
with her characters.  

In the end, Lydia, Luca, Rebeca, and Soledad make it to Maryland. On the city bus to her 
cleaning job, a boy with gang tattoos reminds Lydia of Javier. She wonders if he feels anything 
for murdering her family (376). The book fades out as Lydia reads Choleraxvii in English and 
Spanish in “their new home” since "[n]o one can take this from her" (378). This moment 
contributes to Lydia’s continued preoccupation with Javier and furthers the northern savior 
complex that underpins Cummins’ exceptionalization of the United States. Lydia compares 
Mexican border cities from Tijuana to Nuevo Laredo to a “back-porch screen door, hidden and 
intimate” where “…you can smell the fresh-baked pies on the windowsills of el norte" and 
"…pictures Luca with a clean backpack and a haircut, getting on a big yellow school bus and 
waving at her from the window" (86, 208). The mythology of the American Dream, the allusion 
to the proverbial apple pie, and the symbolism of a clean backpack reinforce stereotypes about 
dirty global southern migrants who need to be purified by the superior global north. 

Next, it is worth mentioning that Valeria Luiselli addresses the transnational hemispheric 
conditions that fuel migration in Tell Me How It Ends: An Essay in Forty Questions (2017). 
Luiselli’s work as a translator and interpreter for unaccompanied Central American minors facing 
immigration court in New York City is juxtaposed with her family’s road trip across the U.S., 
prompted by the wait for their own green cards. The title refers to her children’s questions about 
the child migrants. Luiselli tells them that she does not know how the child migrants’ stories will 
end. Alternatively, American Dirt, sells a spectacle of how it ends with “…a happy ending [that] 
further spares readers from engaging with [a] more plausible fate…[like] family separation, 
incarceration in detention centers and concentration camps, or even death” (Sánchez Prado 381). 

This relates to Manu, a boy from Luiselli’s essay, whose friend is killed in front of him. 
Unlike Luca and his school bus to a better reality in Maryland, Manu is dropped into 
“…Hempstead [New York],” which he describes [as] “a shithole full of pandilleros, just like 
Tegucigalpa” (83)xviii. This is a poignant counternarrative to the U.S. as sanctuary that accentuates 
larger hemispheric issues. Luiselli explains that 

 
[t]he belief that the migration of all of those children is ‘their’ (the southern 
barbarians’) problem is often so deeply ingrained that ‘we’ (the northern 
civilization) feel exempt from offering any solution. The devastation of the social 
fabric in Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala and other countries is often thought of 
as a Central American ‘gang violence’ problem that must be kept on the far side of 
the border. There is little said, for example, of arms being trafficked from the United 
States into Mexico or Central America, legally or not; little mention of the fact that 
the consumption of drugs in the United States is what fundamentally fuels drug 
trafficking in the continent. (85) 

 
Despite condemning gang violence, American Dirt foregrounds it and offers no way out. Luiselli 
acknowledges migration as a hemispheric problem that requires transnational solutions (86). 
Jeanine Cummins, Oprah Winfrey, and folks with privileged platforms could emulate the 
ubiquitous Encanto soundtrack and ask: “What else can I do?” 
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Juliet Takes a Breath on Latinidad: Stories Beyond Migration  
 

While migrant experiences are essential to the “tapestry” of the history of Latinx literature, 
there are more stories to elevate. These also represent the movement of people through 
metaphorical, symbolic, and literal boundaries. One such novel encourages young Latinxs to claim 
space, occupy it proudly, confront allies, and promote change within entrenched institutions. 
Gabby Rivera's young adult lesbian coming-of-age novel, Juliet Takes a Breath (2016), is a literary 
antidote to anti-Latinxismxix. It is a remedy to narratives that whitewash, heteronormalize, restrain, 
and silence diverse Latinx stories.  

Indie published in 2016 by Bronx based Riverdale Avenue Books, Juliet Takes a Breath, 
won the 2017 Silver IPPY Award for Best LGBTQ fiction. It was also selected for the American 
Library Association's 2017 Amelia Bloomer List. It was re-published in 2019 by Dial Books, a 
division of Penguin Random House. The protagonist, 19 year-old Juliet Milagros Palantexx, comes 
out to her family before leaving the Bronx to assume an internship in Portland, Oregon with white 
feminist writer, Harlowe Brisbane. The novel, set in 2003, traces Juliet's self-discovery as she 
transitions from idolizing Harlowe to questioning her behavior and teachings from her "labia 
manifesto": Raging Flower: Empowering Your Pussy by Empowering Your Mind (Rivera 2). The 
narrative is bookended by two letters: Juliet’s request to intern with Harlowe and Juliet’s letter to 
herself symbolizing her enlightenment. She distinguishes herself from Harlowe and rejects being 
othered when she proclaims: “My story, my life, my voice, all of that had to be protected and put 
out into the world by me” (285). 

Jeanine Cummins mirrors the well-intentioned Harlowe Brisbane. In setting out to be allies 
to oppressed populations, they end up exploiting them for their own gains. Briefly, "[a]llyship is 
an active, consistent, and arduous practice of unlearning and re-evaluating, in which a person 
holding systemic power seeks to end oppression in solidarity with a group of people who are 
systematically disempowered" (Oregon Coalition). Rivera prefers the term accomplice as defined 
by Indigenous Action Media. Literally "a person who helps another commit a crime," an 
accomplice takes direct action and "becom[es] complicit in a struggle towards liberation" (2). 
Rivera describes how to take direct action:  

 
I wanna know if you're gonna take a bullet for us, if you're gonna put your body in 
the way of an assault and throw your vote on the line for better policies for Black 
Indigenous POC, LGBTQ folks, disabled folks, all of us. Walk through the storm 
with me, otherwise you don't deserve the sunshine on the other side. (312) 

 
Critics contend that Jeanine Cummins is basking in sunshine with her best-seller without delving 
deep enough into the liberation trenches. As a result, and because she is white-passing, Cummins 
becomes an "ally savior" for migrants. Ally saviors tend to "carry romantic notions of oppressed 
folks they wish to 'help' and "see victims as tokens instead of people" (Indigenous Action Media 
2). Cummins' book adds to the disease, instead of easing harmful rhetoric and stereotypes against 
Latinxs. 

Similar to Cummins, Harlowe personifies problematic tendencies of allies. These 
behaviors include assuming that all members of the oppressed group share the same political ideas, 
treating the struggles of the oppressed as extracurricular activities, claiming to be experts after 
attending trainings, workshops, lectures, etc., declaring that they are unlearning oppression but not 
taking real action (especially academics), and resigning their own agency instead of weaponizing 
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their privilege (Indigenous Action Media 4-7). Buoyed by the fellowship of feminists of color, 
Maxine and Zaira, Juliet confronts Harlowe's allyship to define her own Latinx identity, reclaim 
her voice, and tell her story. She refuses to limit her Latinidad and her feminism.   

During the public book reading, Zaira asks if "…tacking on a message of unity and 
solidarity for queer and trans women of color at the end of Raging Flower was powerful enough 
to make a difference?" (Rivera 205). In response, Harlowe appropriates Juliet as a surrogate for 
queer women of color who see themselves in Harlowe's words: 

 
I know someone right now sitting in this room who is a testament to this, someone 
who isn't white, who grew up in the ghetto, someone who is lesbian and Latina and 
fought for her whole life to make it out of the Bronx alive and to get an education. 
She grew up in poverty and without any privilege. No support from her family, 
especially after coming out, and that person is here today. That person is Juliet 
Milagros Palante, my assistant and friend, who came all the way from the Bronx to 
be here with me and to learn how to be a better feminist, and all of that is because 
of Raging Flower, because anyone can see themselves in that work. Juliet is the 
proof. Juliet, can you stand up for everyone, please? (Rivera 206) 

 
Juliet bursts into tears and runs out of the room. She wonders if Harlowe "used [her] to make a 
point" and questions how she could “love someone like” her who was "like every other white lady 
feminist" (207, 210, 211). Harlowe tells a false, colonialist, and white-audience digestible story 
about Juliet to avoid embarrassment. This alludes to Robin DiAngelo’s notion of white racial 
innocence. That is, white people "are not raised to see [themselves] in racial terms," so they turn 
to people of color to learn about racism (62). Maxine calls attention to this burden when she asks 
Harlowe: “Are you going to write me and Juliet checks for our analyses on race? ‘Cuz our labor 
isn’t free” (182). In a similar vein, Cummins co-opts migrant stories to sell a book to white people.  
 For Rivera, Latinidad (and womanhood, for that matter) is claimed, uncontained, and not 
ordained by others. Harlowe talks about providing space for the voices of women of color when 
she confronts two white girls on their privilege. Maxine is frustrated that Harlowe always finds a 
way to “center whiteness” (112). She informs Juliet that “[s]pace isn’t theirs to give us. Nor is 
Harlowe separate from those girls” (117). Since Harlowe has no racial awareness, in prioritizing 
united vaginas and descendance from faeries and goddesses, she parodies the first waves of 
feminism. Zaira points out that Harlowe’s “…erasure validates whiteness, frames narratives of 
people of color around poverty and violence, and propels her into perpetuating the very structures 
she’s trying to dismantle” (283). Harlowe adds to the Latinx threat narrative by aligning Latinidad 
with criminality.  

In Chapter Nineteen, serendipitously titled “Love in the Time of a Bronx Tale,” Juliet’s 
cousin Ava schools her on contemporary understandings of feminism and gender. Ava 
problematizes Harlowe’s reductionist view of gender: ‘ 

 
‘We are so much more than Harlowe can even comprehend. Her consistent linking 
of genitals to gender as an absolute is violent as hell. It’s a closed fist instead of 
open arms…womanhood is radical enough for anyone who dares to claim it.’ (230) 
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Harlowe neglects the intersectional marginalizations of minority groups through her narrow focus 
on salvaging women’s stories from “the violent and whitewashed history of men” (50). Thus, in 
addition to assisting with the book reading, Juliet is tasked with reclaiming women’s stories. 

Through her library research, Juliet reevaluates and unlearns her prior knowledge. To 
illustrate, she discovers that Banana Republicxxi is more than her soon-to-be ex-girlfriend Lanie’s 
favorite store (Lanie dumps her for another girl). Juliet chides Lanie for being complicit with the 
imperialist brand (141). Juliet also learns that Puerto Rican Nationalist, Lolita Lebrón, attacked 
the U.S. Capitol in 1954 in the name of independence and anti-colonialism. Juliet’s intellect and 
obsession with libraries establishes a Latinidad rooted in an urban educated populace. Similarly, 
the library serves as a sacred space that “…ha[s] zero tolerance for bullshit” (118). There, Juliet 
collides with Kira, an Asian junior librarian, who rouses her new sexual awakening.  

To borrow from Erika L. Sánchez, Latinness is no longer simply “perfect Mexican 
daughters,” Quinceañeras, and Virgenes de Guadalupe. Rather, it has room for unbridled female 
sexuality and identities of all persuasions. Juliet openly masturbates and finds sexual pleasure with 
Kira. Likewise, Juliet ultimately rejects religious patriarchy and leaves the Pentecostal church. 
After praying and seeing God, her pastor reprimands her for kneeling on a chair instead of on the 
floor. This scene and Maxine, a theology professor, demonstrate that the divine is individual:    

 
[w]e need to create our own understanding of divine presence in a world full of 
chaos. My God is Black. It’s queer. It’s a symphony of masculine and 
feminine…my understanding of God [is] centered on who I am as a person…” 
(101) 

 
Without submitting to feminine and masculine dichotomies, Juliet can still claim La Virgen in her 
letter to herself: “In La Virgen’s name and in the name of Selena, Adiosa” (304). Best-selling 
author Glennon Doyle calls this “our Knowing.” An inner faith, “…not a public allegiance to a set 
of outer beliefs” (76).   

After Harlowe’s disastrous book reading, Juliet visits her cousin, Ava, and her aunt, Titi 
Penny, in Miami. They symbolize matrilineal and Latinx ways of knowing against white 
patriarchal institutional knowledge. Titi Penny emphasizes the need to name racism and Ava takes 
Juliet to the utopian space of a people-of-color-only Clipper Queerz Party. There, where haircuts 
are part of the festivities, Juliet sheds her old skin with a buzzed undercut.  

Juliet also claims space and unchains Latinidad by describing the Bronx as a place where 
“[her family] lived loud and hard against a neighborhood built to contain [them]” (13). According 
to Juliet, and scholars like Aldama and Ilan Stavans, Latinidad is also uniquely American. Juliet’s 
aunt, Titi Wepa, was a first responder at Ground Zero on 9/11. Her signature cough reminds readers 
that Latinxs are Americans and not exotic foreign-born others. In her work as a Black Womanist 
liberation theologist, Maxine connects U.S. anti-Blackness and Islamophobia. She highlights 
inequities of exposure when she notes that the Black Womanists United event on the topic probably 
will not draw the same-sized audience as Harlowe’s.  

In addition to the novel’s first-person narration, detailed food imagery contrasts with the 
distance of Cummins’ third-person narrative and vague food descriptions. Instead of randomly 
inserting words like pollo, “Titi Penny and Ava breez[e] into the room with plates of arroz con 
gandules, tostones sprinkled with salt, and grilled chicken topped with cilantro and avocado” 
(219). Rivera also uses the questionable products at the city supermarket to exemplify food deserts. 
Not to mention, to underscore the way that women of color are treated by men who oversexualize 
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and touch them in public (14). And, since Latinidad is uniquely American, Rivera’s novel melds 
telenovelas, “Wide Open Spaces” by The Chicksxxii (254), Selena, Dawson’s Creek (188), Snoop 
Dog, TLC, and Hot Topic (218) among other cultural references from the nineties and the aughts.  

Similarly, Spanglish is incorporated into the text. Instead of American Dirt’s trumpeting 
stereotypes and singular Spanish words and phrases a la Dora The Explorer’s “Fiesta Trio,” the 
narrative follows grammatical rules like in: “I sat there breathing all crazy and feeling demasiado 
grossed out” and “Yo prima, heard you’re a big old out loud lesbiana. Viva la Revolución. Call 
me” (66, 32). These examples combat white-centrism—something that Juliet confronts when she 
wonders why she knew nothing about Lolita Lebrón, but everything about West Side Story. She 
elaborates:  

 
Our identity as Puerto Ricans was tied into a movie where both lead actors were 
white…I felt robbed of something, as if a lie had been woven into the narrative of 
my Nuyorican identity…Maybe America just swallowed all of us, including our 
histories, and spat out whatever it wanted us to remember…[and], without that 
firsthand knowledge of civil unrest and political acts of disobedience, [we] just 
inhaled what they gave us. (154) 

    
In the last chapter, Juliet joins her Portland friends on their annual trip to climb up and slide 

down The Sandy River. During this cleansing ritual symbolizing rebirth, and in the middle of an 
asthma attack with no inhaler, Juliet confronts Harlowe’s racism. She asks her when she stopped 
checking her privilege and says: “I love you, but I refuse to continue loving someone who won’t 
be real about their shit and change up their actions to match” (295). This scene is crucial because 
Juliet defends her boundaries and Harlowe admits that she messed up and has much work to do 
(296). When Harlowe eases Juliet’s breathing by rubbing Eucalyptus oil on her chest, it reminds 
her of Vick’s VapoRub (296). Harlowe symbolizes a motherly, imperfect, and evolving ally who 
will no longer swallow and spit out Juliet’s identity. And—Juliet will no longer inhale what others 
breathe about her (284). 

By intentionally and vigorously promoting more characters and authors like Juliet and 
Gabby Rivera, publishers will join “the fight” against whitewashing, reductionist Latinidad, border 
spectacle, and metaphorical “brownface” (Martínez-Cruz). The Lydias and Jeanine Cumminses 
can fruitfully occupy their own literary terrains. As minority voices become quotidian in 
mainstream literature and other media, more allies will become accomplices for productive 
change. If Martínez-Cruz sees that “…workers and consumers have the power to reshape our 
foodways when knowledge and compassion are joined to persistent action,” the same can be true 
for writers, publishers, and readers (134). 
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